
Independent and Work 
Ready CIC Mascot  
Create us a mascot and a story



Tasks

How you approach this task depends on on the skills you want to showcase with us.  We want to develop 

a IWR mascot to help us sell our brand and products. This task has two different approaches. 

A mascot is a memorable, likable character connected to a company brand. People associate the 

character with the brand. They get to know the character and like them. Often the character has stories 

connected to them. They bring a company to life in a fun way developing a company identity and 

customer trust. Many are centuries old.   



Task Examples of Macot’s you probably know 



More Mascots 



More Mascots 



Task
You may like to think how you will connect the character to our brand Independent and Work Ready.

You may like to do a selection of sketches and drawing of different character's you think both customers 

and participants may like. You may like to think about different features and characteristics you can 

promote to everyone.

You are in a way building a character think what is their personality like? What do you know about their 

traits? Likes? Dislikes? Hopes? What is their name?

You are creating this so it is up to you. You could then create a story for the website about the character. 

This shows your imagination, creativity, your storytelling skills as well as business skills like marketing 

and brand development.



Task alternative approach

Find a suitable customisable promotional soft toy from a selection of sites. You will be given a small 

budget for the max per unit (item) cost. 

Once you have a suitable character soft toy like a small bear you will put our logo on the soft toy. Then 

you can decide on the characteristics of the toy that is to become our logo. Imagine what is the 

character/mascots likes/dislikes/personality/name. Do a poster you may also like to draw the toy using 

the image to help you.

You can go further and write a short story of the mascot that we can add to the website. 


